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Wide field spectroscopy:
intensity mapping

few arcsec- few arcmin.
spectra
in a datacube



How to not miss anything -the lesson from
quasar absorption lines

hydrogen in 
“clouds”

Pre ~1995



How to not miss anything -the lesson from
quasar absorption lines

Pre ~1995

mystical “unclustered” hydrogen
“Gunn-Peterson trough”



Post ~1995:

Hydrogen absorption is a continuous field:
●everything is clustered (due to gravity)
●no unclustered material

to detect everything, measure amplitude
and shape of clustering



Star	forming	galaxies	at	z=3	in	a	simulation

They	are	sources	of	Lya emission



A	smoothed	“intensity	map”



RA, Dec

z

Observing Lya emission
(spectra of every sky pixel observed)

We want to 
measure:

Mean Lya
intensity
Lya clustering



One	way:	Cross-
correlate	Lya intensity	
with	objects	with	
known	redshifts
(in	our	case,	quasars)



Wide field spectroscopy:
intensity mapping

.

spectra
in a datacube

Instrument?



Wide field spectroscopy:
intensity mapping

.

spectra

Instrument? For now, use fiber
spectra – randomly sampled intensity mapping



We search for large-scale structure in 
the Lya emission of the Universe at z=2-3.5

SDSS/BOSS
fiber spectra
DR12
1.5 million fibers
(galaxy targets)

SDSS/BOSS
quasars
DR12: 150,000
quasars



Contamination:	light	from	other	fibers

CCD

Spectrum 1

Spectrum 2
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spectra in CCD columns

Quasar 
spectra

spectra to detect 
Lya emission
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in RC+ (2016) we eliminated directly 
contaminated pairs

e.g.                                   etc.
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In new analysis, account for quasar clustering-
light contamination from quasars clustered with
those eliminated

no qualitative difference from RC+(2016), but
significance is down to 5.3 sigma from 8 sigma



What relevant Lyman-alpha emission has 
been seen by other groups so far?



Lyman-alpha emitting galaxies

e.g., Gronwall et al 2007

z~3 converted to SFR density



Cantalupo et al. (2014)

~500 kpc wide nebulae around quasars



What about large-scale
intensity mapping?

Nothing above ~500 kpc so far.

Borisova
et al. 
2016

Projected 
Lya surface
brightness
profiles around
quasars



Predictions for signal (quasar-lya emission
cross correlation):

Model G 
Lya emission is from star forming galaxies,
~proportional to galaxy density.

Model Q
Lya emission is from quasars, ~proportional
to quasar radiation x density 



The predicted quasar-
Lya emission 
cross-correlation from 
model G:

quasar bias
lya emission bias
Kaiser redshift distortion factor

mean Lya surface brightness
linear CDM correlation function

units are (SB):





SDSS/BOSSResult:



Interpretation

Model G: Lya emission from star formation 
in galaxies.

Convert:

Lya SB luminosity density SFRD

0.14 0.04



If Lya emission is from SF (model G), we get:



Consequences of Lya being from SF

This is 15x larger than previous results
individually detected Lya emitters!

It is ~the same as the dust-corrected SFRD
at this redshift.

Lya “escape fraction” is ~100%

to explain this, we need all 
star forming galaxies to be 
surrounded by low surface 
brightness halos which have
so far escaped detection.



Would be interesting, but what about
the other energetically possible option?

Model Q: Lya emission is caused by quasars



Linear (x r) plot is uglier:



Currently we only
have good S/N 
within ~15 Mpc/h
of quasars



only 3% of 
volume is 
sampled



alternative to 
using quasars: 
cross-correlate 
with Lya forest



forest has
negative bias

more matter=
more absorption=
less transmitted flux

(Lya forest spectra
are sparse intensity
maps)



The predicted Lya forest-Lya emission 
cross-correlation:

Lya forest bias
Lya emission bias
Kaiser redshift distortion factor

mean Lya surface brightness
linear CDM correlation function

units are (SB):

bf = -0.3 vs bq=3.6

negative bf



predicted forest-emission cross-correlation
in model G:



result: no signal detected: rules out model G



New 1 sigma
upper limit
is 0.06 times
RC+ (2016)
(model G)



We ruled out model G, but can model Q
account for both

quasar-emission

and

forest-emission

cross-correlation signals?



Lya emission in hydro simulations of both models:



both models G and Q can fit quasar-emission



but only model Q can fit forest-emission



final check: compare to 
small scale projected data



we have measured Lya SB 2 orders of 
magnitude fainter than previous work



OK, but how can we use intensity
mapping with ELTs to do cosmology?



Galaxy weak lensing problems

shape measurement redshift determination

(CFHTLens)(Mandelbaum et al (2013)



CMB lensing is good because:

• known redshift (zrecomb)

• no galaxy shape measurement

but only 2D - can we do better?



CMB lensing            Lya forest lensing

source

CMB T at z=1300 Lya forest at z=2-3

map foreground
mass at z~2.5

map foreground
mass at z~1

lens



quasars are deflected, but so are forest pixels





Similar to lensing of 21cm temperature
fluctuations:

(e.g., Zahn and Zaldarriaga 2006, Pen 2004,
Metcalf and White 2009)

Same advantage - many source planes 
lensed almost the same way.

Deflection gradients small compared to Lya
flux gradients.



Lensing kernel peaks at higher z than for
galaxies



Use quadratic estimator developed for 21cm
(Zahn and Zaldarriaga 2006), based
on 3D generalization of Hu and Okamato 2002)

initial simplest simulation test

Gaussian 
random 
forest 
source

Gaussian
random 
density
field lens

lensed 
forest

quadratic
estimator

reconstructed
lens field



source density

quasars with
~arcmin separation

lens maps

quasars with
~ BOSS/eBOSS separation

lens P(k)



Test uses quadratic estimator on a
grid, but see Metcalf, RC, Romeo+ (2018)
for estimator for irregular sightlines.



forest source field in simulation



lensed field minus source field



simulation test results

input potential                 recovered potential

(angular sampling here is ~Subaru PFS sources)



datasets useful for forest lensing

e.g., 20 night survey with TMT WFOS 



CLAMATO survey sky footprint

Lee et al.
(2017)



CLAMATO P(k) prediction

Dz=0.1

Dz=0.5



eBOSS P(k) prediction

data available now



TMT P(k) prediction

0.3 % error in s8



work in progress…

observations:
first detections with CLAMATO, eBOSS

mocks:
realistic non Gaussian forest source field
non Gaussian lens field
(from hydro sims)



Conclusions

Intensity mapping can tell us about the 
hidden Universe. 

Lyman-alpha emission is detected in SDSS
data around quasars out to 15 Mpc/h. Probably
due to reprocessed radiation from quasars

Lensing of intensity maps (e.g. the Ly-alpha 
forest can be studied with ELTs: can rival 
LSST galaxy shear with few weeks 
surveys.


